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Author's response to reviews:

Dear editor,

I hereby send you the revised version of my manuscript. According to your instruction, the following formatting changes have been made:

- The line numbers from the manuscript have been removed
- The author¿s qualifications have been removed from the title page the authors are placed on one line
- Abstract: Key words have been deleted
- Acknowledgments: this section has been moved directly before the references
- Title on page 3 has been deleted
- Section numbers have been removed
- Introduction: has been renamed into Background
- The table placement text have all been removed
- Ethics committee: this information has been moved to the methods section
- All blank pages have been deleted
- Table titles have been removed within the table and have been placed above the table within the text proper
- Page 5: [30.31] has been changed to [30,31]

With best wishes,

Prof.Dr. Jack Dekker

JellinekMentrum